
The Counseling Psychologist 
Proofing Checklist  

 
Based on editorial staff observations, we have designed a checklist for authors to ensure 

that they have carefully proofread their manuscript and have adhered to the guidelines published 
in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, Sixth Edition. We 
strongly encourage authors to use this tool to ensure that manuscripts are optimally prepared for 
publication.   
 
Readability 
 
☐  Use of “while” versus “whereas” or “although:” “while” implies time lapse per APA style.         
      When not referring to time lapse, “whereas” or “although” should be used.   
☐ Manuscript is free of ethnocentric terminology (e.g., “American”).  
☐ Racial and ethnic minority groups are properly termed (e.g., instead of “Caucasian,” use  
      “Non-Hispanic White,” “Non-Latino White,” or “European American,” as appropriate). See      
       Teo (2009) article.  
☐ Manuscript is free of grammatical errors (e.g., singular-plural agreement, verb tense). 
 
Content and Organization 
 
☐  All citations within the manuscript match those listed in the Reference section. 
☐ Seriation is used correctly throughout the manuscript: letters in parentheses within the text, 
      and numbers when the points stand alone. 
☐ Headings and subheadings are clear, consistently organized, and levels are presented 
      according to APA style.   
 
Presenting Data 
   
☐ All percentages and figures add to the correct total. 
☐ Data appear either in the text or in a table. When using a table, ensure that any findings you      
      are highlighting within the text do not include any numbers already presented in the table.  
☐ Percentages and numerals are presented in a coherent fashion (e.g., ordered from high to low  
      or alphabetized). 
☐  All outcome data presented within the text, tables, or figures correspond with the way the  
      measures are scored.  
☐ Information included within tables is consistent across cells. 
 
Human Subjects Issues 
 
☐ Carefully consider what information to include about participants in light of the sample size  
      and methodology. Avoid including unnecessary identifiable information about participants.      
      This is especially relevant to qualitative studies with small sample sizes.  
☐ All IRB approvals for the study have been obtained. 


